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"I'M THE GUY"
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and
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In March Time

---Wagner Clarke---

Now Hammerstein and I hate to tell you

Georgie Cohn are surely wondrous men, They're heard of most from any more because I fear you'll doubt, But when Chicago

cost to coast and farther now and then; But caught on fire I blew the fire out; The
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there is some one in your midst that's twice as great as them; But
ship that bro-ther Syl-vest broke, it was - n't one, two, three, I

now, I nev - er like to boast a - bout my self, a - hem. If
kicked a tid - al wave up once and broke up a na - vee. The

you knew half the things I've done you'd sure-ly be in - sane; I
aer - o-plane's a toy of mine, I taught the birds to fly, The

swam a - cross the o - cean once much fast - er than a train. To
stars I took from o - cean bed and put them in the sky. Re-

I'm the Guy
say that I'm a wondrous lad is putting it too plain, For the member when you bump your head that that's the reason why I

salt and sea belong to me, I also own the rain. put them near, so nice and clear, remember, I'm the Guy!

REFRAIN

I'm the Guy that put the stars up in the sky, I

talk with Mister Moon most ev'-ry night, I'm the
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one that put the furnace in the sun, just ask the moon if you don't think I'm
right. Every afternoon for exercise I
push eighty seven thousand clouds across the skies. I visit twice a
week to Mars, I also twinkle all the stars. For I'm the guy that

put them in the sky.